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Chief of the Algerian Culture and Media Department
Lakhdar bin Turki stressed the importance of traditional
arts abound in the State of Kuwait, and the importance of

defining the folkloric wealth for Algerian public through Kuwaiti
Cultural Week, held as part of the ‘Constantine capital of Arab
culture 2015.’

Kuwait is the source of culture in the Arab world especially at

the time of celebrating the capital of Arab culture, which is an
opportunity to discover depth of the Kuwaiti traditions, Bin
Turki said in a statement on the sideline of his visit to the
Kuwaiti handicrafts and arts private showroom in ‘Ahmad Bey’
Hall in Constantine, Algeria.

The Algerian official stressed the need to exchange cultural
expertise between Algeria and Kuwait to strengthen bilateral

relations that have substantially improved in recent years. Bin
Turki visited the handicrafts gallery, the art showroom, Arabic
calligraphy exhibition and the wing specialized in publications
of the National Council for Culture, Arts and Literature (NCCAL)
during the cultural week.

Meanwhile, acting director of antiquities and museums
department at the NCCAL Suleiman Ali Boland said that partici-

pation of Kuwait came through the traditional arts that are kept
in Kuwait, where the state is working to develop them and
make them known for future generations. Boland stressed cul-
ture officials in Kuwait are keen to maintain these old crafts at a
time where Kuwaiti youth, generally, do no desire to master
them. Kuwait will open a center for craftsmen that give the
youth different training courses in handicrafts. —KUNA

Large rally at Kuwait’s exhibition in Constantine
Capital of Arab culture 2015

The Kuwaiti National Music Band held a concert at ‘Ahmad Bey’ Hall in Constantine, Algeria during the ongoing Kuwaiti Cultural Week, held as part of the ‘Constantine capital of Arab culture 2015.’ —KUNA

A child’s play titled ‘Hala and the Three-member gang’ was held recently at the Dasma Theater as part of the 17th children and pre-teens cultural festival.  —KUNA


